Copper theft is on the rise. Now more than ever, utility companies and municipalities are looking for a solution to keep thieves and vandals from breaking into poles and transformer bases. Keep your community safe with Pelco's Copper Safe™.

1. Reduces liability and costs incurred by helping prevent theft and vandalism.

2. Attractive, clean surface free of fasteners or other visible means of access.

3. Ideal cover for a variety of pole structures and sizes. Product is durable, reusable and weather resistant.

4. Vandal-resistant latch securely locks cover and requires a Pelco specialty tool to open.

5. Spring-loaded installation.
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Protect Your Community with “Copper Safe”

Damaged and missing hand hole covers can create a dangerous environment for citizens and create a severe threat and unnecessary expenses to the community.

**Keep copper thieves out of your poles and transformer bases.** Copper Safe hand hole covers have all been tested for strength and are shatter-resistant and pull-off resistant.

Copper Safe locking hand hole covers and door require a special Pelco Installation Kit, which has everything you need for installation of multiple covers. Part No. AP-5121-PNC

**Street light cable theft is a growing problem in the US. The Department of Energy reports $1 billion in copper theft annually:**

- Kansas City lost over $500,000 of copper due to street light copper theft
- Central Kentucky lost over $500,000 of copper due to street light copper theft

Don’t be the next victim! Purchase affordable, easy-to-install Copper Safe products from Pelco Products, Inc.

Call us at 405.340.3434 today to order your Pelco Copper Safe™.